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Examinee write answer in their own words as far as practicable.

RAT T HEAT 19 I
The total number of questions is 19

Question 1 to Question 7 are very short answer type questions. Answer
any five of thesequestions in one sentence. Each question carries 1

mark.

Question 8 to Question 14 are short answer type questions. Answer any
five of these questions in at most 50 words. Each question carries 3
marks.

Question 15 to Question 19 are long answer type questions. Answer any
Three of these questions in at most 100 words. Each question carries 5
marks.
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1.fotTTa uTTfa
Define sex ratio.

What do you understand by energy resources?

Define pollution.

4.frka 5HA fH Ed ?

What is an oilseed crop?

Why is the ozone layer depleting ?

6.&TderT?
what is Internet ?

7.-R F THA ?
What is Neeru Meeru Program?

Write the merits and demerits of pipeline transport.

Describe non conventional energy resources.
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10.HTR À HTLATA HAT Tzra z FT AUT ?
(What are the reason for the high population growth in India?)

Write the difference between Inland migration and International migration.

Classify industry on the basis of raw materials.

Explain the difference between ferrous and non - ferrous minerals with

examples.

What are the effects of using polluted water on people

Describe the favourable Geographical condition and distribution for Rice
production.

What do you understand by rain water harvesting? Describe the various
methods of rainwater harvesting?

Explain with examples the factors affecting the location of industries.
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18. HTNGT ÀTRT faHI 5 TRUT 3FUT ET TYaTuita HAFT3HT 25 T

Write about the environmental problems that have arisen due to the
development of cities in India.

Show the following on the map of the India:

(5) aTaTTATH (Vishakhapatnam)

(T3RT (Raurkela)

(T) TTRCR (jamshedpur)

(7) g (Durgapur)

(3) HH (Salem).
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